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ROTC will remain on campus
Campus chooses to leave issues of discrimination on national level
By Edward Durlak
Staff Writer
California Slate University,
San BernardinoPresident Anthony
Evans announced on April26,1991
that the Reserved Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) Program will not
be removed from the curriculum at
CSUSB.
This decision camedespite the
resolution of the campus* Faculty
Senate in June of last year to elimi
nate the program because of its
practice of discrimination against
homosexuals. The Senate holds that
discrimination of any kind violates
university policy.
The Council of Academic
Deans reviewed the recommendaikm by the Senate, but voted to
keep die ROTC program intact.
Dr. Dennis Hefner, vice president
for academic affairs, said, "Despite
our opposition to this practice, the
council was nearly unanimous in
opposing the proposed discontinu
ance of the ROTC program."
Dr. Evans said, "While I, too,
heartily disapprove of the Depart
ment of Defense's practice of pro
hibiting homosexuals from serv
ing in the military, I agree that the
discontinuance of the program is
an inappropriate response at this
lime.
"I believe that our campus
should continue the ROTC pro
gram and simultaneously work to
secure a reversal of the Pentagon's
practice of excluding homosexuals
from the armed services."

Dr. Aubrey Bonnett, dean
of the School of Social and Behav
ioral Sciences and overseer of the
ROTC program, said, "I think we
should encourage the legislative
and/or judicial branches of ourgovemment toobliterate this discrimi
nation."
Dr. Hefner provided three
reasons for keeping the ROTC
program:
First, the Senate's proposal
would yield a permanent solution
rather than a change in legislation
or court ruling.
Second, the elimination of the
ROTC program would effect the
education of ROTC students who

rely on military funding.
Finally, the Department of
Defense's practice of excluding
homosexuals is, to this date, legal.
Canceling a program as a protest to
a legal policy could jeopardize the
several million dollars in federal
student financial aid that is pro
vided annually to CSUSB.
Dr. Evans said, "If our campus
took such an ac'ion. Congress could
possibly retaliate by cutting off all
federal funds to our university."
Dr. Hefner said,"We must con
tinue to approve curriculum solely
on the basis of its scholarly merit,
and guard against any form of
political censure."

homdsexmii
-^President Anthony Evans

Dr. Hefner also added that
almost 70 percent of the officers in
the military today are ROTC pro
gram graduates. As a result, the
military as a whole has become
more broadly educated.

i

The ROTC program, somelimes referred to as the Military
Science program, incorporates 56
and 48 total units in its two differ
ent options as a major and 24 units
in its certificate program.

Hefnerannotmces where budget axe will fall
By Stacy McClendon
Production Manager
Next year, California Stale
University, San Bernardino will
have a $7 million budget cut from
this year's budget
"This is the most difficult
budget year in the history" of the
CalifomiaStateUniversity system.
Vice President of Academic Af
fairs Dennis Hefner said.
Among other things, instruc
tional programs are going to be
saved.
Hefner's budget provides suf
ficient faculty positions to the
schools to guarantee all new hires,
meet student needs in both sections
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ulty for courses and sections as
needed, and attempt to meet the
1991 levels.
The new budget also main
tains the Library's periodicals and
operations and expenditures budg
ets.
Permanent staff, tenured, ten
ure-track, and six-year temporary
faculty are protected; no layoffs
will occur among these positions.
The budget covers conuact
guaranteed sabbaticals with school
resources. Additionally National
Business and Social Work accredi
tations will be funded.
Among other cuts, class sizes

are going to grow. The StudentFaculty Ration has been perma
nently raised from approximately
1:16 to 1:17. While English 101
will be heldal18 orfewer students,
the upper division writing require
ment classes will go up to 30 stu
dents.
26 current faculty positions
will be held vacant saving more
than $750,000.
75 percent of faculty develop
ment money and 80 percent of the
instructional equipmenimoney will
be letumed. Concurrent enrollmentnioney,originally designated
for the schools, will also be re
lumed.
The temporary help budget

will be reduced by 20perccnt which
will affect all Academic Affairs
offices.
The university will also be
reducing "assigned time" by 75
percent. This will affect rclcase
time for Faculty Senate, Univer
sity Evaluation Committee, Pro
gram Reviews, Coordinators for
numerous programs. Institutes, the
Advising Center, Liberal Studies
Assessment Program, Graduate
Mentors, and Doctoral Programs
support. Additionally the Learn
ing Center Director position will
be held vacant.
Most new degree programs
will be put on hold. The MA in
See "BUDGET," page 3
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African-American studies object of racist qraffitti
posted around campus by the Afri
can American Student Coalition
were defaced. A number of the
flyers staling the AASC's general
and specific objectives were dis
figured with the remark "Stop Black
Racism."
Members of thecoalition were
upset over the graffiti.
"It's hard to believe (they)

thought
Yvonne Jdinson said.
There are other instances of
racism on the CSUSB campus. In
the fall of 1988, a black student
with a slate certified disability dis
covered a written note that said,
"your only handicap is that you're
a
ing nigger." The faculty
member found guilty in the inci
dent was temporarily suspended

In February, 1989, two black
female students who lived on
campus notified the Public Safety
Department that a swastika was
written with a black grease pen on
their door. The housing office
investigated and posted the Uni
versity Directiveregarding harass-

Michael Bumely, a pre-law
student beUeves that the incidents
occurring on campus and campuses
nationwide, is a projection of so
cial perspectives continuing to
identify people by stereotypes.
'The defacement of the flyer
is a general expression of thepromi
nent ignorance on this campus,"
Bumely said.

students attending this campus, Dr.
Vice President of University Rela
tions Judith Rymer foresees the
inevitable implementation of se
lective cultural courses.
"In the kind of world we live
in, it is essential to have cultural
courses to accommodate our cul
turally diverse campus," Rymer
said.

Fascination with the past Crime Watch
By Karen Brummitt
Staff Writer

professor in the department of art,
said "socked by the dramatic
changes rampant development has
wrought on our own cities,disconc^ted and cutadrift by the destruc

John Henry Parker's photo
graphs of Rome is in display in the
Visual Arts Building through May

tion of our own historical record in
the process, we see Parker's im
ages of Rome with an ambivalence
towards progress and share his
fascination with the past"

25,1991.
Parker (1806-1884) was a
pione^ in photographing architec
ture. His interests in the bridges,
walls, gates, aqueducts delivering
water from the Tibw River, as well
as "The Monuments of Palatine
and Capitoline Hills and the ruins
in the Roman Forum, are repre
sented by his photographs.
Parker reveals his style of
Rome in its modem history, by
"cataloging ancient business
types," showing how the Romans
utilized different materials, and
illustrating ancient architectural
technologies.
Peter J. Holliday, assistant

Photo by Scott Ruppe
Al the "Fascination with the Past" exhibit.

By Martin Hepp
Opinion Editor

On May 1, around 11:(X)a.m„
a lein.ilc student p;irkt*d in the
parking lot east of Serrano Village
witnessed twojuventles allegedly
break into another .ui.k-m'sc.tr
The student then drove to the
information booth at the main en
trance of campus and reified the
p.«kitignftKcr there
Theparking otTicercontactcd
the bepanraent of Public Safety,
and the dispatcher alerted units of
ihe u^npuN p«»lice
'Chief Ed H^rison, and SgL x
StcphenNowickireNtHmded to the
call andobservedt'Aoniale -Win
fi(^g onto: Ni3rth^
Avenue.
Harrison iHid Nowicki af^herded the suspects oh jLatUe
Mouniaut Diivc. In tiie
wa.s a rar >icrct\

|::|||prhe a^n^ts, both :l5-year
okf students at San Bernardino's
Pacific High School were booked
: boSutton c^autobui^lary. One
remanded toJuvenile
bustocfyand the taher wasreleased to his parents.: ^
Chief Harrison expressed
xa^iration for the stud^t who
• witnessed the event and compli
mented hw wise decisk)h to not
confroQithe suspects. Heencouraged sfudents to Continue to take
an active role in Crime PrevenThe Department of Public
Safety's Operations Analyst,
Quentio Moses, calls on all stud«us to "Help a Friend" and en
roll in First Aid/CPR classes.
:xMoscsis a ccrofifid mstn^tCH'and
|:iis avadabie to instruct organiza
tions in grou}^ ctf 6-IB persons.
Contact him at extensicat 5165 to
arrange for instrucium.

On the spot
By Scott Ruppe, News Editor

This week's question: How do you think the A.S.I, should spend your money?

Cathy Ramirez
"I would like to see more classes
offered for nightime students
(They) should be better repre
sented... I don't like them to spend
our money on personal computers
for themselves. Iwouldalsoliketo
see some big name concerts that
involve the whole community."

Bruce Cooley
"Get some real groups and adver
tise them better. 1 usually don't
know there's one playing 'till I see
them setting up their equipment.
ASI is so... 1 hardly don't know
they exist. 1 would like to see things
that all the students can enjoy and
get invloved with."

Drew Beets
"More concerts with big nameslike
Social Distortion that the students
can be invloved with...The library
should have more than just two or
three cc^y machines that work at
one lime....Also I think that some
money should be given to The
Chronicle."

Carmalon Hunt
"Well It would be nice to
have more classrooms.
I
don't have any time for
student activities.
Some
more
dances
would
be
nice and some more computers
in the basement of the
library is needed.

Tracy Lopez
"I think there should be more
computer facilities for the
students to use and different
places to eat. I am a uansfer
student from UCI and we had
a food court where there was a va
riety of foods to eat Something
like that would be nice.
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SAIL dedicated to CSSA: Cal State's lobbyists
student success
3y Steven Jennings
hotography Editor

Students at California State
University, San Bernardino have
a program available to them that
offersbothadjunctinstniction and
counseling. The program is called
Student Assistance in learning
:S.A.I.L.).
A federal program initially
funded in 1981 through the De
partment of Education, S.A.I.L. is
designed to assist low-income, first
generation, and disabled students
with support services. These serv
ices include: adjunct course in
struction, diagnostic assessment,
individual assistance in reading
and study skills, assistance in ob
taining fmancial aid, and "early
warning" academic and probational counseling.
Adjunct classes are designed
to compliment and enhance the
instruction provided by the teach
ers of heavily enrolled, general
education courses. The courses
also ease educational difficulties
experienced by freshmen, return
ing students, transfers and underprepared students. Classes meet
for two hours per week and review
the requirements, homework, read
ing, writing and lectures of the
content course.

The classes facilitate quality
instruction by providing students
with an instructional environment
much smaller than that of the regularclassroom. Students are encour
aged to interact w ith each other and
the adjunct instructor. Through this
interaction, student's self-esteem
increases as they become more
familiar and comfortable with the
material.
Adjunct courses usually retain
approximately 94 percent of their
students, whilenon-adjunctcourses
retain only 59 percent. Students
enrolled in adjunct courses typi
cally receive much higher grades
than their non-adjunctcounterparts.
Counseling is provided to stu
dents in need of both academic and
personal assistance. S.A.l.L.'sstaff
works to identify specific areas of
academic and personal need. After
exploring these areas of need, the
staff assists students in establish
ing and ultimately reaching goals.
As thegoals are met, S.A.IX. con
tinues to provide follow-up sup
port, aiding the student in their
academic and personal growth.
Clark E. Howard, the
program's director, said, "the
S.A.I.L. program is dedicated to
student success. I hope more of
CSUSB's students will take ad
vantage of its services."

Budget
Land Management/Planning al
ready hasa substantial waiting list,
but the program will be delayed
one year becausethere is no money
to implement it.
The impact of the budget cuts
include decentralization of instruc
tional resources to the schools.
Professors will spend more time in
the classroom, leaving administra
tion duties to their "free time."
The library will be "seriously
underfunded for shelving and
monographs acquisitions, and pe
riodical subscriptions will be dis
counted by inflation, increased
postage rates, and the new applica
tion of sales taxes," according to a
memo from Hefner. The Library
anticipates a $94 million shortfall
in their periodicals budget,and "has
begun the dismal task of identify
ing subscriptions that will not be
renewed."
Audiovisual equipment in
Critical need of replacement will

have to last one more year. Out
moded science and performingarts
equipment can not be replaced in
this budget.
While the current situation is
frustrating, Hefner hopes this is a
one time situation and has devel
oped a long run planning priorities
list. The goals are threefold: to
chance instructional programs, to
provide academic support services,
and to beef up general academic
programs.
To enhance instructional pro
grams, CSUSB hopes to signifi
cantly increase operating expense
baselines; upgrade equipment in
the science teaching laboratories,
especially in biology, chemistry,
and physics; hire an adequate
number of technicians to support
fully all scienceandcomputerlaboratories and courses; and begin to
address inadequate and uneven
faculty-staff ratios in and among
the schools through new hires.

By Scott Ruppe
News Editor

ing Director work out of the
Chancellor's office in Long Beach.
The CSSA is comprised of nine
teen studen tbody presidents or their
designees.
AS I{resident Patrick Cooney, and
Legislative Director Russ Bogh said
that CalifomiaState University, San
Banaidino'sbiggest accomplishment
to CSSA has been the proposal that
all newbuildings constructed on Cal
State campuses be provided with
accessibleaitriesfahandicapsttMlents.
Bogh also staled thatoneof theirmain
goals is lobbying for the passage of a
billprovidingeducationequity. This
bill mandates that educational standardsbem^lainedfaalleihnicraces.

Another
accomplishment
Cooney emphizes is the funding alloca^ by CSSA to initiate theChildrens Centers on theCal State cam
puses.
But Watson saidthat often CSSA
meetings are ameans to moiepersotal
axis. Whilesonerepresentativesused
the monthly meetings to advance their
personal politicalgoalsothersgoup
to have fun.
There is "a lot of drinking and dif
ferent kinds of partying," according
to Watson.
"As long as you have(student lead
ers) whoarcn't here to serve the stu
dents, they will find reasons to juslify CSSA's existence."

The California State Student
Association was established in 1959
to provide a forum for student body
]^idents to share inftxmation about
campus issues. Part of the students
responsibility as a member of of the
CSSA is to establish priorities relat
ing to campus problems, the CSU
budget, and collective bargaining.
Although CSSA has lobbied to re
duce fees this yea r, there is a move
by the state organization to support
Prt^ 98, which could cost the CSU
system millions of dollars. CaliforniaStateUniversily.SanBemardino
voted against the measure.
" What havetheydone for us lately?"
asked last year's ASI President, Aaron
Watson who came into office suppaling the program and left disgusted
with the waste which goes on in it.
"It's clearly a waste of student's
money," he said.
According to infomationpublished
by the CSSA Cffgamzation, in 1972
tlfeCSSA was successful in advocat
ing forlegislatiai which amended the
educaiiai codeandpamiued students
to fom apaofessional lobby and work
withtheLegislature. TheCSSAnow
includes an in-sysiem liaison to the
Chancellor's office and a collective
bargaining director. TheLegislative
staff woksoutofSacramento, while,
the liaisonand the Collective Bargain

CSUSB student
volunteers needed

Toprovide Academic Support
Services, the University hopes to
staff, equip, and relocate an ade
quate testing center for the cam
pus; provide "catch-up" funding
for library acquisitions and audio
visual equipment replacement,
because these programs will be
underfunded in the 1991-92school
year; and significantly enhance the
retention efforts especially among

fiist-lime freshmen.
To beef up general academic
programs, the goals include increas
ing the. number of graduate assistantships; ensure that all faculty
have adequate computing support;
replace obsolete equipment in crea
tive and visual arts; and expand the
professional development program.
"We're basically trying to
weather this storm," Hefner said.

By Renee Groese
Club Editor
Students interested in volun
teering their time at an organiza
tion should check into the Volun
teer Center, located in the Student
Services Building.
Rosann Curtis, director of the
Volunteer Center, said there are
currently about 75 places available
where students can volunteer.
Some examples include Riverside
Probation, crisis hot lines,

Seniors: registration for
commencement is near
Registration for commencement begins May 13 and lasts through
P^ay 31 and will beheld in the Administration Building from 8:30 a.m.
10 4:30 Rm. Mondays ihrough Thursdays and from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00

iiMTMandf^
graduatccandidatcshavebcensentcommenccmentinformation.Tfyou
have not already received information, contact Mary Colacurcio or
I Aiiita Nix at 880-5008. or stop by AD 104 and pick up the brochure.

and senior centers.
The volunteer program has
been active on campus for about
five years, and rightnow they have
about 35-40 volunteers. Some of
the programs can also be used as
internships, and doing the volun
teer work is an asset to your res
ume, said Curtis.
Curtis is currently looking for
volunteers to help with volunteer
placements of students. Anyone
interested in volunteering can
contact her at ext. 5237.

Mething
good.
Feel
something
real.
Frofn now on in America, ony
ol 0 successful life must include serving
olfcrs. lo find out liow you con lielp
your community, coll \ (800) 677-5515.

Demi Moore's debut as producer proves she's 'Mortal'
By Karen Brummitt
Staff Writer
Demi Moore makes her debut as
co-producer of Columbia Pictures'
Mortal Thoughts, as well as her
debut side by side on the big screen
with her husband, actor, Bruce
Willis.
Cynthia Kellogg (Moore)
appears to be stuck in the middle
when her best friend Joyce
Urbanski's (Glenne Headly), ag
gressive, abusive husband turns up
dead.
The movie opens in the police
interrogation room, where Kellogg
has dgreed to make a statement
concerning what "really" happened
the night of the murder. The next
obvious step is not just one, but

many flashbacks to explain her con
fession. Each flashback drags the
audience through an uncomfort
able scene where everyone, in
volved wnot,is screaming in forced
New York accents, cussing and
crying.
Bad feelings abound as the
plot continues to abuse and amuse
the audience with frequent scenes
and references from other thriller
movies.
The acting is good, but the
story is cliche. We've all seen the
slow motion scenes with eerie
music, and the story doesn't sup
port a whole movie.
So, who done it? Don't waste
S6.50 to find out, wait for the video,
and be abused in the comfort of
your own home.

CynthiaKeliogg (Demi Moore) and JanKsUrbanski (Bruce Willis) are terrified as Joyce Urbanski (Glenne
Headly) plays chicken with an oncoming semi.

International student's art on display
By Ton! Calvino Melllnger
Business Ad Manager

Junior Javier Lara, an Interna
tional Exchange Student from
Venezuela, is adding his naturalis
tic modem style to the California
State University, San Bernardino

art department.
His woik, a combination of
ceramics and sculpture, will be
on display in the small gallery of
the visual arts building beginning
tomorrow.
Lara has studied at the Rhode
Island School of Design and Rhode

Island College.
His work has been exhibited in
various shows on the East Coast
including Rhode Island Airport,
Cumberland Monesiary, and
Pawtucket City Hall.
Lara invites you to take part in
his "Ritual Desire."

Dodger game a hit with Escape Club fans
By Mitchell Halbrelch
Campus Life Editor
The roar of the crowd, the
crack of a bat, and the pop as a ball
hits a glove were just a few of the
many things that California State
University, San Bernardino Stu

dents got to hear at the DodgerGiants game in Los Angeles on
April 27.
Forty students todc the chance
to join the Escape Club and go to
the game. This was a time to see
the new faces on the Dodger base
ball team.

Photo by Mttchell Halbrelch
Forrest and Cheryl HUlis.Greg Sherman,and Sally Harte enjoy the game

Players like Darryl Straw
berry, Brett Butler3ob Ojeda and
Gary Carter were added to the team
just this year. Bob Ojeda started
the game for the Dodgers, but didn' t
last too long before it was time for
the bullpen.
CSUSB suidentsmay havehad
to sit high up in the right field deck,
but there were some experiences
only this area could bring. The
only grilled hot dog stand in the
ball park was located just a couple
of aisles over. Vendors like Taco
Bell and Carl's Jr. were
also there to choose from.
Souvenir stands were being
raided by our crowd throughout
the game. When the fans would get
the wave started the CSUSB sec
tion joined in.
The game itself wasn't a bad
one to see. It was close with the
Giants winning, 4-2. Students can
look forward to viewing more
sporting events with the Escape
Club during thenext academic year.

C.D. Review

Various Artists
get 'Deadicated'
By Mitchell Halbrelch
Campus Life Editor

adds anoth^ dim^ion to these
songs.
Country music fans will en

The Greatful Dead has had a

joy hearing such artists as Dwight

l(»ig illustrious career in rock and

Yoakam and Lyle Lovett doing

roll. Many artists have used the

the tracks"Truckin'" and "Friend

Dead as a heavy influence for

of the Devil."

their music.

Midnight Oil does a cover of

Arista records recently re

"Wharf Rat" The intro to the

leased "Deadicated" this compact

song could have been donea little

disc has various artists perfum

better, but the rest of the song is

ing Greatful Dead hits that helped

well done.

influence them.

The last song on the com

Los Lobos opens up the CD

pact disc is "Ripple" which was

with "Bertha." During this song it

performed by Jane's Addiction.

is easy to picture Los Lobos sing

This turned out to be one of the

ing such hits as "Will the Wolf

best songs on the CD Jane's

Survive" and "La Bamba."

Addiction must have spent a lot

The Harshed Mellows and
Elvis Costello perform on the next

of time preparing for this track as
it is superbly done.

two tracks. Unfortunately, Elvis

"Deadicated" is one CD that

Costello just doesn' t come through

is for almost everyone, the music

in his cover of "Ship of Fools."

is diverse and well performed, it

Suzanne Vega did a surpris

is hard to believe that (Hily one

ingly good jobonthetracks"China

band (xiginally made these songs

Doll" and "Cassidy." Her voice

known to the music world.
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Theater Review

Comedy is light evening's entertainment
By Mitchell Halbreich
Campus Life Editor
The CalifoTiia State Univer
sity, San Bernardino theater de
partment recently presented An/zo/ian American Reconciliation.
The play wasabout Huey Maximillian Bonflgliano, a man who
had not been himself since his

divorce with Janice (Ijeana Avila).
Huey asks his friend Aldo
(Scott Langer) to prepare Janice
for Huey coming to see her. Huey
fmally ccnfronts Janice and regains
his self respect, but does not slay
with Janice and hopes to see his
old girl friend Teresa (Keri Hos
teller).
Six people made up the entire

cast. Langer who played Aldo
Scalcki did a good job portraying a
young Italian bachelor.
All members did a great job
during the play. Wendi Hastings
was especidly notable as Teresa's
Aunt May.
Very similar to "Moonstruck"
this play had a unique flavor of

hurhor. With sceneslike Aldo talk
ing about erections and Janice
shooting at Aldo with a"Zipp" gun
the viewer got a lot too laugh at and
enjoy.
This production was done
extremely well and most will be
looking forward to the next pro
duction The Importance of Being
Earnest beginning May 31.

Expo features abilities
wheelchairs, exercise equipment and more.

By Mitchell Halbreich
Campus Life Editor

Highlights during the expo include com
puter seminars, workshops, aids for seniors,

On Friday,Saturday and Sunday, May 17,
18 and 19, "Abilities Expo '91" will be held at

The Kan Ski is one of dozens of speciallydesigned sportsequipment featured at the show

toys for disabled children, sports equipment
and disabled drivers.

the Anaheim Convention Center. It is being

Abilities expo is known as "the show that

billed as "The Largest show in the country

emphasizes abilities, not disabilities," featur

devoted exclusively to products and services

ing the latest products, services, employment

for the disabled, seniors with physical limita

opportunities, organizations and publications

tions and health care professionals."

to make the life of a disabled person more in

ExhiMts will include vans, computes.

Disability
Awareness
Month
By Mitchell Halbreich
Staff WrHer
This month is Disability
Awareness Month. Disabilities
Awareness Month is being spon
sored by the Services to Students
with Disabilities staff and the UNI
PHI club.
One main objective is to inte
grate students with a disability into
campus programs and activities.
Events are scheduled to in
crease the awareness of and sensi
tivity to abilities and needs of the
students with a disability.
Awareness events scheduled
are a simulation fest May 8, wheel
chair basketball May 10,,^est
speakers May 15, art and nrosic
festival May 22, fashion show May
22, more alike than different: part
II and the grand finale barbecue on
May 29.
Those who are interested can
contact Pamela Jackson at the SSD
Office PL 101 or call 880-5238.

dependent, productive and enjoyable.

The first LaseMlter that fits inyour wallet.
•0M

Inirodiicing the affonkible Personal LaserWriter IS. .
Now you am get impressive, professioniil-looking doaiments
without waiting in line for tlie biser printer at the computer kib.
The new Person:ii LiserWiiter- LS printer is tlie most affordable
Apple" liiserWriter ever. It hiis tlie power to produce crisp-text imd
rich, high-definition graphics at a rate of up to four.piiges a minute (it even has a built-in. higli-speed serial connection to further
enlijuice printing performimce).
It incoiporates 'lluelVpe," Apple's new font technologv' that lets,

you saile lUu I print ehauicters smootlily and precisely, from tlie
sm:illest fiiotnote to tlie largest heiidline.
This meiuis tliat now every student luid professor am afford a
printer tliat creates tlie sliaipest ;md most impiictlxil documents witli dit^nuiis, diiirts imd illustrations tliat leap oft tlie page.,
in otlier words, it wjis designed to let you gel everytliing _ ^
out of a Mcicinlosh computer tliat Apple built into it. Not
just tlie power to look your best.The power to be your best:

For more information contact Betty, Judy, Art
or Raymond at the Coyote Boolvstore
htc.

lk.)l'l'lchi^o. \hlitiilii.si). LurWnlcr tnnl

ID

k
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Creating a non-alcoholic brew as good
as O'Doul's wasn't easy.
It took talent. It took taste. It took
tradition.
But most of all it took AnheuserBusch, with over 138 years of brewing
excellence. The kind of excellence you'll
discover in O'Doul's.
O'Doul's starts as a fine premium
beer. Carefully brewed, fully fermented

and cold aged, using only the finest
ingredients. Then the alcohol is
naturally removed, retaining all
the great taste of a fine pre
mium beer.
Smooth. Delicious. Refreshing.
So the next time you'd like a
non-alcoholic brew, ask for
O'Doul's. You'll enjoy the taste
for years to come.

O'DOUI^S. THE TASTE WILLWIN \t)u CVER.
O'lKiulV iti.ili

c Ulso

liu .. Si. I.i>iii> Mi'
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Pups program reaches out to youth
By Ryan Smith
Staff Writer
California State University,
San Bernardino does many activi
ties which involve the surrounding
community, but one seems to stand
out among the crowd.
"Coyote Pups," a program that
allows young people the opportu
nity to experience the collegiate
athletic scene, while also partici
pating in fun and wholesome group
activities is turning out to be an
overwhelming success.
Introduced in 1990 on a trial
and erra" basis, "Pups" is a boosts
club for children ages six to ten.
There is a five dollar fee for
each child.
The kids receive many items
such asa tee-shirt and cap, a mem
bership card, a picture of both the
mens' and womens' basketball
teams, along with the privilege to
attend socials before some of the
home basketball games. Pizza par
ties and ice cream socials are a
couple of the events these kids at
tend.

So where does this leave this
booster club as CSUSB heads for
another year of sports in the fall of
1991?

The "Pups" have their own
section reserved for them at the
basketball games and are visited
and supervised by student athletes.
One week the womens' basketball
team will sit with them and watch
the men play and the next week it
might be just the opposite.
CSUSB Athletic Director
David L.Suenram created the Pups
program. "The youth of today need
someone to reach out to and with
whom to identify," he said. Cal
State feels that ,"we, as a regional
institution of higher learning and
as a growing intercollegiate ath
letic department, have a responsi
bility to try and meet that need."
Along with Suenram there
were other key players such as
Sports Information Director Dave
Beyer and CSUSB student athlete
LauraBeeman. Beyer took charge
of a great deal of planning and or
ganization.
Planning the activities of over
70 young children is no small feat.
The membership cards the kids
received were all done by hand
Beyer praised Beemanforher
efforts and said that "without her.

Beyer hopes to expand the pro
gram to include all of the sports
teams at the university. This will
give the kids the opportunity to be
involved in a wider range of activi
ties.
There is hope to get fraternity
and sorority involvement and pos-

The Players of the Pear Gar
den club at California State Uni
versity, San Bernardino is a club
for students interested in theater
arts.
Originating in China, the
Players of the Pear Garden gets its
name from an old Asian theater
company dating back to 720 A.D.
It was started by the emperor Ming
Huang, who was a partof the origi
nal theater and school of acting in
China.
Kathryn Ervin, theater arts in
structor at CSUSB, is the adviser

MAY IS
DiSABILITY
AWARENES
MONTH

for the club. Ervin said the club is
a theater interest group that the
theater department set up. Ervin
provides suggestions for the mem
bers of the club.
The Players of the Pear Gar
den participate in many activities
such as fund raisers for block tick
ets for theater productions, work
shops, face painting at elementary
schools, and they also go to high
schools and set up theater activi
ties.
Currently the club is prepar
ing for its end of year banquet,
which is scheduled for mid-June.
The Banquet looks back at the

"It takes teamwork to make
programs such as this succeed,"
Beyer said.
As Suenram noted, "our
people just want to give something
backtoacommunity that has helped
us to grow as an institution."

the program would not be near the
success that it is." Beemanweniio
elementary schools and talked with
children along with giving them
demonstrations of her basketball
skills.
"Laura Beeman is a positive
role model for these children and
theyjust love her," Beyersaid. The
players and coaches of the mens'
and w(Mnens' basketball teams are
recognized as unique individuals
for their participation in the''Pups."

Who's Playing in the Pear Garden?
By Renee Groese
Club Editor

sibly some community involve
ment, such as civic groups, that
will help with the coordinating and
supervision of future activities.

DANGER! DANGER!
ENTER MNCHARTED

productions of the year, and awards
are given out.
Ervin provides the club with
encouragement,connections in the
theater business, and is an overall
ear for the club members.
Right now the club has ap
proximately 20-25 members, but
new membersare always welcome.
They usually meet once a month.
Meetings are announced in the
theater classes, and flyers are
posted.
Interested students can con
tact Ervin in the Creative Arts
Building Room 170, or call her at
ext. 5892.

T^TTT TV/rV'G 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

XJHiLilVlX o 10 am to 2pm mon-fri
walk in only

ill

1357 Kendall Drive
San Bernardino
East of Little Mt.
In the shopping center
880-1605

Best Stabs In Town!

Any Regular
6* Sub
only
one coupon
per visit
Exp. 5-24-91

Pint of Ice
Cream
only $.99
one coupon
—. per visit
exp. 5-24-91

WATERS
PROGRESSIVE DANCE
qp

a

THE SHARK CLUB

•Every Sunday
OPENAT9;OCP.M.
$1 DRINKS 9-11-P.M.
Must 3e 21 To Enter

INDUSTRIAL
ALTERNATIVE
UNDERGROUND
r FREE
"N SUNDAY HOTLINE
1-714-888-4723
1 ADMISSION i
204 E. Hospitality Lane
^ WITH AD y San Bernardino. C.A 92*103

p
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Greeks raise athletic scholarships
Since deciding to make the Fund. The additional $200.00 paid
move to a Division II standing in for a plaque (which incorporates a
Intercollegiate Athletics, fundrais- hi ture ftv the tournament), and funds
ing to{Htxnote scholarships has been providing pay for students keeping
the main focus of the Coyote pro score and officiating.
"The event achieved what it
gram.
The student body has already was designed to accomplish," said
defended a proposed fee increase, Jeffrey Johnston, event coordinator
and in order to gain needed funds and Sigma Chi member."It showed
the University haslookedelsewhere how campus organizations worichoping to draw competitive ath ing together can effectively ap
proach needs of the University,
letes in all sports.
In response to these obstacles, while at the same time building re
Sigma Chi in association with lations and promoting repport
Jersey's Pizza, Kuidall Copyland through cooperative involvement"
The games began on April 27
and Family Fimess Centers,decided
to show theirsupport by sponsoring
a basketball tournament for the sec
ond consecutive year. It was de
signed to raise funds for the Ath
By Jessica Fort
letic Scholarship Fund.
Participants included Delta Publicity Manager
Sigma Phi, Sigma Nu, Sigma Chi,
As part of their dedication to
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Kappa Alpha this community Alpha Phi is assist
(UC Riverside) and two non-greek ing Kids Against Crime paint over
teams, the Sud Slammers and Co the graffittti on walls and buildings
bras.
on Saturday, May 11th.
Each team provided a $100.00
"It is a really worthwhile
entry fee, of which $600.00 went organization. Wehaveworkedwiih
directly to the Athletic Scholarship them before with the 'Stop the Vio

and finished the next day. Kappa
Alpha won the tournament by
slaughtering Sigma Chi, 100-72, in
the title game. The Cobras took
third place when Omega Psi Phi
forfeited the game. The Sud Slam
mers took the consolation champi
onship by defeating TKE, 59-50.
The All-Toumament team in
cluded: Most Valuable PlayerTodd
Bisbocci (KA), Jeff Christoffel
(IX), Don Ervin (Colwas), Chris
Judy (TKE), Jay Love (OW),
Doug Eaton (Sud Slammers), Jason
Horton (IN), and Robert Rounseville (AI4>).

Alpha Delta Pi:

Swinging into spring
By Charlene S. Hurley
Greek Editor

The third quarter of the school
year is well underway, and along
with it comes "spring fever."
This is the desire of wanting to be
out in the sunshine, talking with
friends or maybe even playing in
the park.
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority will
have the opportunity todo just that,
and serve the community from
noon. May 22 until noon on May
24, during their annual Swing-Alence Rally' and they asked us to Thon.
come out and help them again."
All of the members will take
said Shannon Gutierrez.
turns swinging in two-hour shifts
Alpha Phi feels that as col on giant swings in front of the Pfau
lege students in thiscommunity they Library
should stand as role models for the
Their goal is to raise $1,(X)0 to
youth in this area. Through this sort
donate to their national philan
of intervention they hope to rein thropy, The Ronald McDonald
force the ideas of higher education House. The money will be di
and success.
rected towards the building of the

Alpha Phi is a role model

Better safe than sorry

Sigma Chi Fraternity offers escort service
By Charlene S. Hurley
Greek Editor
It is always better to be safe
than sorry.
This is the philosophy Sigma
Chi Fraternity took into account
when they started the Student Es
cort Service three weeks ago.
Several members of Sigma Chi
volunteer their time from 7:30 to 11
Monday through Thursday eve
nings, and are stationed in the Stu
dent Union. They escort students
from anywhere on campus to other
buildings, or to their vehicles.
"We're doing this fw the safety
of the students on campus," said
Jeffrey Johnston, a member of

Sigma Chi. Sororities meet on
Monday and Tuesday increasing the
number of escorts needed on those
evenings. SigmaChihopesthatthe
awareness of the escort service will
detour the element of crime.
To send for an escort from
anywhere on campus, a student
needs to pick up a campus phone
and dial I^blic Safety at extension
5165. Campus Police will then
contact a Sigma Chi with the loca
tion inftxmation.
While waiting in the Student
Union forpossibleescorts, Johnston
says that the men have found an
effective use of their time. They
have had an opportunity to study or

read allowing them to accomplish
more than one thing at a time.
There are different volunteers
each evening, however there are a
few men that have permanent sched
uled times. Monday, Orlando
Moreno, Matt Bliss, Mark Wong,
and Mike Spalding are there. Tuesday, Kevin Arcaris, Jeff Christof
fel, and Scot Neudorff take their
turn. Wednesday MaitParadis,Ken
Wical, and Greg Astran work, and
Thursday, Val Jamora, Jeffery
Johnston, and Greg Astran escort
students.
Sigma Chi has planned on
continuing its Escort Service next
year.

CAJON
SWAP MEET & AUCTION

new facility in Loma Linda. They
will raise money three ways. They
can collect pledges for each hour
they swing, collect straight dona
tions, or receive donations from
by passers in a bucket in front of
the swing.
In previous years. Alpha Delta
Pi has been given support from
other greek houseson campus and
local businesses.
"The support we've gotten in
the past is Wonderful. People not
only bring us donations, but also
hot chocolate in the middle of the
night, or pizza and other snacks. It
is greatly appreciated.", said Amy
Johnston the CtMnmunity Service
and Philanihrompy Chairperson
for ADPi.
A kick-off party will begin at
noon on May 24 in front of the li
brary. Ronald McDonald will be
present to entertain students, and
kids from the Children's Center.

fMe?(ican fFood
Cal Slala
n..-,
*

0

PAC U Ji

'X

Now

^

Open!

%

Bring in this coupon tor

FREE FRIES!
Ith any burrtto purchase

(714) 880-2755
Chons In Orders For Faster Service

ooen 9 9,7 oavs a week

Birkensiock
Experience comfort in exciting new colors
and styles for men, women
and children. Repair
service available.

beds, solid oak computore desks, wall units from $30.00

$5.00 discount to Cal State students!
FRIDAYS

SATURDAYS

SUNDAYS
7 AM til 3 PM

3^548 Cajon Avenue
S.nn llernarOino. CA 92405
Phone;
(714) 887-1714

On corner of Cajon
and University Parkway

AHGELOS

714/882-1600
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COnEDU SHOWCASE
May 15, 1991
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*FREE*
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along with

Fred Asparagus
&

STEVE

John Lyons

Sponsored by
ASP & The Student Union Program Board

EAX ^FPieE ]\1EW5!
DlicOUNT fiCK^
Magic Mountain
Adults $16.95
Child $13.00
Wild Bills
Adults $16.00
child $11.00
Renaissance Faire
Students
$9.00
Faculty/Staff $10.00
child
$5.00

BOX OFFICE HOURS
Monday - Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 o.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

COLLEGE MGHT
ir GRAND OPENING SPECIAL •

SAVE OVER 50%

MOVIES
$3.75
Edwards
$3.50
AMC
$4.00
General
$4.00
Pacific
Kirkorian $3.50

$16.00 per person
Regularly S32.a0 (tax included).

* Discount inciudss tax (not gratuity)
* This ticket not availabie at ticket booth
* Show Times; Saturday 6:30 p.m. & 9D0 p.m.

H*r.'ith* wotlil'.mo.t unlargMUbla, hMt-boll.riB'. rowdi.itdiOB.f ihew
T.lu.' It', all rad. whit, and blu.
iacludio^ tb. alJ-Aaaricaa diftoar, a
lout-courft* mMl witb uniiniled solt driAbt. Audieae* pectiopAUOBt

«oa«dr and >b« b«»t do^-gon* good tieoa you'U ever bevel
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ASSOCIAl ED*STUDEN IS
I N C' O R P O R A T i: D

dAIMA.5,LFaRTHE I ? ? 1-72
SFI'MAALVEAR
Positions Avaiiable:
entertainment
Services
Legal Aid
environmental
G.u.e.s.s.
ethnic Planning
escape
Publicity
A.S. Productions
finance Board
University Wide Committees
I.R.P. Board
npisllca^Ions auallabie in Ihe A.S.i. office in fhe
Sfudenf Union.

DUE nAlJ 24TH.

DIvERBIIY

Ouesfions??? - Confacf micheie iniiler, DauiO
Timms, or Sheri major
a| BB0-S932.

ASI Presidential
Cabinet Meeting
" LAS VEGAS
TURNAROUND
BUS TRIP"

$10.00

BUS LE/Ives SUND/iy,
MA^ 2b, A1
1 0 : 0 0 A.tA. fROM rue
BUS CIRCLE.
BUS RETURNS /^ONDAT,
MAT 21,
AT 6:00 A.M.

For more information, see
the A.S.I, box office in the
Student Union
880-5933.

The President
of the
Associated Students, Incorporated
Invites all
Student Leaders, Campus Committee
Members and Interested Students

to Attend the
ASI President's Cabinet
Tuesda
'991

^•6o - 4:00pm
Undent Union, Rooms A & B
The purpose of this meeting is twofold:
(1) To meet the new elected leaders of the student government
(2) To provide an open forum for the campus community

If you plan on attending, please contact Joe Fengler, Administrative Director at 880-5932.
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to avoid
fadngthe
ratrace
after
graduation
1.Get into
School.
2. Get into Ridesharing:

RIDESHARE

Your mother always taught you to

In Los Alleles, Riverside / San Bernardino or Ventura Counties, call Commuter Transportation Services, Inc.: 1-213-380-RIDE, 1-714-684-RIDE, ot 1-805-656-RIDE.
In Orange County, call Commuter Network: 1-714-636-RIDE.
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Blood donors needed

improves
communication
skills

The Student Health Advisory CcHnmittee will be sponsoring a
Blood Drive to replenish the campus blood reserve fund on Tuesday,
May 28th from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Donors must weigh over 105
pounds, be in good health and between 17 and 70 years of age.
Registration will take approximately 45 minutes. Couponsand cer
tificates will be given by local vendors. Call the Health Center at ext.
5241 fw an appointment.

Carpool spaces established

Join the Toastmasters Club 788

i'^Wdn camj^:

iciub^

1^;

Wednesdays 6-7 p.m. in the
» ;
Syc.'smos ' Rrx^m, 1 owcr Commons.

CarA'an pool parking spaces have been established in Row
2 of the Main Parking Lot and Row 16 of the Commons Parking
Lol Spaces will be identified by an upright sign with orange
letters on a white background.
Vehicles must have two ormore riders and recieve a Car/Van
Pool Daily Parking Permit from the Main Assistance Booth. For
further information contact Parking Services at 880-5912.

KSSB offers PSA service

Gay and Lesbian Union offers scholarship

KSSB - now a stereo broadcast radio station at 106.3 FM with a
broadcast range of one mile from the Pfau Library - is anxious to serve
previously unmet campus needs.
If you have Public Service Announcement (PSA) information you
would like to have announced on the air, please send it by campus mail
to: KSSB Radio, PSA Director, PL 201, CSUSB,

The CSUSB Gay and Lesbian Union is offering a $100 scholarship to a continuing full-time CSUSB
student
Applicants must submit a one or two page autobiographical statement about his/her participation in
or contribution to the gay and lesbian community on campus anWor off campus, as well asa brief summary
of hi^er academic goals.
Applications and further information are available from faculty co-adviser Dr. Craig Henderson,
Student Services, SS-114, 880-5186. Deadline for application is May 24 and the recipient will be
announced June 5.

The Circle K Club has changed their meeting room
from TC-13 toTC-21.

Free dental care offered

Undergraduate's to share at
Research Conference: UCR
Students from UCR,CSUSB, Cal Poly Pomona, the University of
Redlands and the Claremont Colleges will present papers during small
groiq) "roundtables" organized by academic disciplines Saturday, May
18 from 8:45 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at UCR.
Among papers to be presented is James HufTs research on why
youth - both African American and white - join gangs. For mwe
information call Kathy Barton at 787-5815.

National LawCamp provides
law school experience
Interested in law school? Get a taste ofwhattt*s likeaiNation^'
LawCamp. • National LawCamp holds two-week pix^rams In law at
;differem locations throughout the US< Each program offers actual
law school courses and subjects are taught by fenowiu^dlaw profes^^
•sofs from' respect^' law schools across thecounoy. • ^
i i ; : : Students gain hands-pn expafencc, participate in mock trials
and appellate aiyutncms and Like iicid u
iluiHjgh the
andiigpvernmenta^nct^.. • •

The schedule for 1991 is as follows: Barry University (Miami:
Shcff^): June 30-Juiy 31, GTOrgetown Uniy^sity! (Markni Gcmfer-:
ence Cenier, Washington D.C,): June 28-August 10. For more
information contact National LawCamp. P.O, Box 811086^: Boca
Raum.H 3'^48l-li»8(iorv«tili4f7,2

Pacific Review to host readings
The Pacific Review will be hosting poetry readings on May
21 from 7 to 9 p.m.at the San BemardinoCounty Museum and on
May 29 cm campus from 6 to 8 p.m. in PS 10. Student poets
published in theliterary magazine will read from their works in the
magazine.

Mail a gift to mom

Class at Loma Linda School dfDCTiistry wiB be
fering free (tenial exams during the month of May. For more infor•jmatioR please call; 824-4551 between 5:00 and 8^ p.in. Mbhidtey
Tlitiirsday,' iApril: 29 -Nfay 16i:
::|:::::Free.Deital Clejuiings will be fsovided by recentLcsna LjruSa!
University graduates for applicants over 18 that qualify fonhc state
|l|:en^ng^^inations.^ S^^iitg andexatninationsw ili Ix: held be-;
twccn 6.0(1 mill S.OU p.m. on '1 ucsday. May 7 and Wednesday. Mav
ft. ForfunlwrialormationcalU7U)7V6*2416or(714)799-099/.

SCORE to co-sponser a
Business seminar
A one-day seminar for people in business or starting a business
will be held on Tuesday, May 14 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the County
Government Center, Joshua Room, 385 North Arrowhead Ave., San
Bernardino.
The seminar is co-sponsored by the U.S. Small Business Ad
ministration and the Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE)
and is designed to provide information to people throughout Riverside
and San Bernardino Counties who plan to start a business or recently
established a business.
Topics that will be covered by {n'ofessicwials include: site loca
tion, acquiring capital, recordkeeping, increasing sales through adver
tising and promotion and legal procedures.
A fee of $15.00 and pre-regisiration is required. For more infor
mation call Susan StanfiU of the Santa Ana Small Business Admini
stration Office at 836-2494.

UC Riverside has been
granted $400,000by the National
Science Federation to support
25 minority students through
graduate school.
Students chosen for the
program could be awarded a total
of $47,850 in fellowship and sti
pend support from the end of
their junior year through the third
year of doctorial studies if they
enroll in a science Ph.D. pro
gram at UCR.
For more information on the
Science Career Paths for Minor
ity Scholars Program,contact the
UCR Graduate Division at (714)
787-3680.

"Practice Safe SexWear A Life Preserver."

^TEACHING
CREDENTIAL l
iN 10 MONTHS
\
Elementary/Secondary
NEW

CLASSES

BEGIN

EVERY

TEN

WEEKS

CHAPMAN COLLEGE - MORENO VALLEY
Bfclipliif Dcgtpp In Any Aipji
Evening CinsspJ • Ten Monlli Pioginm

Send mom a Cal-State "MOM" sweatshirt
for Mother's Dav via the Coyote Booksiore.
The bookstore offers free gift wrapping and
shipping and handJing forvlkSO.

MOTHER'S DAY IS SUNDAY, MAY 12

UC Riverside
receives
science grants
for minorities

Olfie» CiHirsM Offeied
To:
Master ol Arts Educalion
BA/Snclal Science
BSHeallh Science
MST'sychnlcgy Counseling MFCC

V.

12968-0 FREDERICK STREET
M O R E N O VALLEY.CA
(714) 247-6403

AIDS It not llBiltod to
any tpocUl Qroup, It
could Inftct «ny of ul.
Help stop a killer with
Mith Aid! awirenett Tthirt end free public
health panphlet. For
every inirt bought, we
contribute to Atdt retearch. Send $12.95 plut
$).00 S&Hi International
Prevention Project, 120
Rlehartfton St. Suite B.
Grata Vallay. Ct. 9S945
It'L-Xk. allow 4-e wka PL
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MATERIALISTIC WOMEN:

SHE: "I want to meet a nice guy,
wiih lots of money and a cool car!"
Guys, how many times have
you heard your girl "friends" repeat
this litany of desire? Isn't it ironic
that the same women whocomplain
that men are insensitive, callous,
and superficial indulge in such
hypocracy?
Just when we men get used to
the fact that we need to be sensitive,
caring and affectionate, WHAM!
they hitus with the"Character,Cash
and Countache" mentality.
What ever happened to meet
ing in college and building a life
together after graduation? Starting
at the bouom and working together
towards a life of happiness?
Well that is not the case any
more. In high school it was the
"college guys" we-worried about;
now that we are in college, beware

AST: SERVING
WHOSE NEEDS?

are trying to do something with our
the accountants and engineers!
The problem seems to be that lives.
The measure of our desirabil
today's college woman wants it all
NOW. Working together to make ity should not be determined by the
"ifhappenhasbecomepasjc. Why size of our wallets and the "Blue
go through all the problems of rela Book" value of our automobiles.
Instead, we college men should
tionships, financial worries and
be
judged
by our innate worthiness.
stress when a girl can havesomeone
This
can
be
ascertained by answer
who has either been given every
ing
the
questions,
"Is he kind?", "Is
thing by "Mommy & Daddy" or has
he
reliable?"
and
"Does
he tell the
already worked so that it is unnec
truth?"
NOT.
"What's
his
dad do?".
essary for her to do so.
"Is
that
his
BMW?"
and,
"Are
those
What caused this to happen?
Armani's?"
Was it Reaganomics, MTV, NordCollege women are the stan
stroms or just plain "Knots Land
dard
bearers and future leaders of
ing" envy? Is this a revolution or a
their
gender.
Are they fated to fill
fad? Are college men doomed to
the
vacuum
of
superficiality cre
whine, "Don't you respect ME?"
ated
by
the
"Modem
Man's" move
How can things change?
ment
away
from
insensitivity
and
The mere fact that we men are
crassness
with
standards
just
as
paying for tuition, books and those
boorish,
al
though
professed
by
those
mundane necessities: food, cloth
ing and shelter, should be evidence more fair?
What can be done?
enough that we are nice guys who

WRITE
First, ladies, don't write off that
poor jc/imucitjustbecause he wears
generic clothes or drives the infa
mous "transportation" auto. He
might be a really interesting, excit
ing individual. Who knows? Well,
you won't unless you talk to him.
Second, when did money be
come the root of all happiness? 1
know "pizzaand a video" grows old
quickly, but if you don't want todo
thatanymore-SAY SO! How can
we know what makes you happy if
you don't tell us?
Third, recognize that we are
still in college. The riches won't
come until a couple years after
graduation. So. be patienL
Finally, evaluate what is im
portant to you. Appearances? Ma
terial things? Cars? 1 hope not,
because if these are all you desire,
than your life can be nothing but
empty and meaningless.

THE
CHRONICLE!
Send commeats, let
ters, opinions, car
toons and other mis
cellany to the Student
Union, Room 103. Or,
drop off
material In
Mail Box 15 of the Stu
dent Union. "Letters to
the Editor" should be
approximately 300
words, but longer let
ters may be consid
ered. Letters must be
double-spaced, and
either typed orprinted.
Letters must be signed.
Anonymous and offen
sive letters will not be
printed.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

with ASl officers walking off their
jobs. Board members, an AS Pro
ductions Chair, an Entertainment
Chair (that was me) as well as oth
Another election for officersof
ers left their posts mainly due to
the Associated Students Incorpo
conflicts over whose interests were
rated (ASl) has come and gone.
being served. Even ASl Vice-Presi
Unfortunately, the realities of ASl
dent, Forrest Hillis, recently re
still remain with us.
signed in protest. 1 don't know
Every year we students hear
about you, but that doesn't sound
candidates debate the same old is
like "Unity" to me.
sues: student services, student in
In fact, the last Entertainment
volvement, and how each candidate
Chair, Dex Briggs, was fired be
plans to best serve the needs of the
cause he refused to support
students of CaliforniaState Univer
Cooney's plan to raid the Major
sity,San Bemardino(CSUSB.) Last
Concert Fund, in order to spend
year we heard, "Unity Through Di
$10,000.00 on an Earth Day event.
versity" from current ASl Presi
Cooney and AS Productions Chair,
dent, Patrick Cooney, and this year's
Michelle Miller, ignored the Enter
winner, ASl President-Elect Mich
tainment Committee and the AS
elle Miller echoed,"Furthering Your
Productions Board in order to take
Interests" (which implies students
the money. They even went as far
interests were advanced this year.)
as to mislead the Board of Directors
Don' t get me wrong, these are great
by telling them that, "Dex Briggs is
marketing slogans. Butwhere'slhe
not cooperating... he knew when he
beef? Once the elections are over,
got the job that the S10,(XX).(X) was^
it's back to business as usual for
to be spent on Earth Day."
ASL
These statements made to the
Case in point: Let's look at
Board during an emergency meet
Cooney's Administration (Unity
ing held over spring break are false,
Through Diversity.) 1 think in the
and 1 find it offensive that ASl
beginning there were good inten
executives would tell such conspicu
tions, but as Randy Travis once
ous lies to their own Board of Di
wrote, "...the road to hell is paved
rectors. Thefactofthematteristhat
with good intentions." Yup, you
Dex Briggs was the Vice Chair of
guessed it, everything went down
Entertainment before he became the
hill fix)m there.
Entertainment Chair. He held that
Throughout the year Cooney's position since last September. I
administration has been plagued was the Entertainment Chair before

Dex, and a $10,()(X).(X) expenditure
on Earth Day was about as likely as
a male human giving birth to a gi
raffe. Earth Day was not even a
topic at that time. Back then the
Entertainment staff was busy work
ing on a major concert for the stu
dents of CSUSB, as well as weekly
programming. Remember back
when ^Thursdays were Thrashin'?"
Unfortunately, the Board of Direc
tors fell for the B.S. and fired Dex at
that meeting without an investiga
tion, a hearing, and in absentia (so
much for facing his accusers.)
Sounds more like "Unity
Through Conformity" to me, and
whose interests are the Board of
Directors serving anyway?
To be fair though, 1 have to
excuse the Board for its actions;
because of constant turnover, most
of the Board's members are new
and don'thaveaclueastowhatASl
is really about.
Needless to say, the $10,(XX).(X)
was wasted on Earth Day (an event
that very few CSUSB students par
ticipated in) and there will be no
major concert this year.
The latest fiascoby theCooney
Administration, however, is by far
the best. With today's budget
crunch, it's purely a luxury for an
organization on this campus to be
faced with the problem of deciding
how to dispose of surplus funds.
ASl had this problem to the tune of
about $25,(XX).()0. (Now keep in

mind that the purpose of ASl is to course.
So, let's get back to my (Migiserve the students, after all, we do
nal
question.
Whose needs is ASl
own it)
serving,
and
whose
interests will it
Decisions, decisions... we
be
furthering
next
year?
could have a major concert I think
What's your opinion?
the students of CSUSB would ap
preciate that, don't you? Or how
Manny Barba
about giving the Athletic Depart
ment some money so we could have
ourWater Polo team back? Or,let's
give some money to the campus
radio station, KSSB. Because they
1 am writing you this letter in
just went F.M., they could probably response to the recent resignation
use a couple new C.D. players and of Vice-President Hillis.
two new turntables in the studio.
1 have been part of the Associ
This would cost less than S1,200.(X). ated Student's Government for the
Or, we could give some money to past year and a half. In my capacity
The Chronicle. I bet they could use as a member of the judicial section
a little. Nah, these ideas would of the corporation, I have had an op
serve the needs of too many stu portunity to observe many of the
dents.
happenings of the government from
Instead, Cooney and his ad a unique perspective. In that time I
ministration decided to purchase six have seen the triumphs and trials of
shiny, new computers for the future those who are part of our little or
officers of ASl (they already have ganization. We have undertaken a
four) another waste of students major revisionof our Bylaws which
money.
I believe will facilitate the woikDon't get me wrong, 1 like ings of the corporation. There has
computers. But how about donat been controversy, though prudence
ing them to the computer labs on dictates that 1 not comment in de
campus so they can benefit all the tail.
students. Heaven Forbid! Can you
This past year, however, it has
imagine an ASl executive waiting
with the masses in order to use the been my pleasure to get to know
many fme people. One of them was
computer labs for homework? The
Vice-President, Forrest Hillis. He
reality of the matter is, there is no
purpose for the six new computers served in his capacity as best he
could. When he chaired the meet
in ASl, with the exception of offi
ings of the Board of Directors in
cers doing their homework, of

HILLIS MISSED
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MURPHY'S LAW
Other students don't care, why should i?
By Brian R. Murphy

pReSS RCCEASe: FROIMV TVUAMC
ARE wAtKir44 0«ltMITbRY
SA>(«

California Slate University, San Bernardino's election time has
come and gone.
Only problem, however, is that hardly anyone cares.
According to Keith Momon, Elections Chair for Associated Stu
dents, Incorporated, only six percent of the student body at CSUSB voted
in this year's presidential elections.
That means only 668 of the 11,132 students enrolled here voted for
the persons who control approximately $432,000 of the students' fees.
Ridiculous. Utterly ridiculous.
This is just an example of the apathy that runs rampant at this
institution of higher learning.
Unfortunately, all that1am learning is that students here don't give
a damn about how their money is spent or who is spending it.
Let me say that 1 do not have a problem with those persons who
were elected, just with the students who made the choice not to vote.
I have also found some surprising figures from electionsat the Uni
versity of California, Riverside. According to Eric McDermolt, Student
Lobby Director, 29 percent of the 6,389 undergraduates voted in its
elections last spring. UCR's elections for 1991-92 take place this week.
CSUSB has a larger pool of students to draw from, yet only 668 of
them vole. Approximately 1,853 students at UCR do care about who their
leaders are.
Does this mean that UCR is better school? Not necessarily, but
unless the students here wake up and notice that 668 people are speaking
for 11,132,1 have very little respect for the student body.
Maybe I just don't care.

times of difficulty, his presence was
commanding and his demeanor re
assuring. Throughout a year filled
with political events,some of them
beneficial andscMnenot, Vice-Presi
dent Hillis has been a source of
integrity and confidence. He shall
be missed.

Joseph W. Kirschbaum

HOT. HOT. HOT!
Sitting in the oppressive heat,
better suited for the South Ameri
can rain forests, it is pretty unbe
lievable that we are seated in one of
the illustrious computer rooms.
Namely [room] PL039. The tem
perature in this room is supposed to
be kept relatively cool because of
theso-called"sensitive"equipment.
Obviously, there is little con
cern over the amount of money spent
to repair these machines whenmem
ory is lost due to excessive heat.
But, hey, if a few students pass out
it's O.K., you're saving money on
the electric bill.
Please, ctmsider us students
slaving away in this dungeon-like
basement If not to salvage the
much-needed equipment then at
least to save us from the humiliation
of passingout from the heat, in front
of our peers. Turn down the HEAT,
and turn on the AIR-CONDI

TIONER!

The Coalition for a Temperate
Educational Environment

RECALL?
I am writing you this letter to
inform you (and the rest of the stu
dents at California State Univer
sity, San Bernardino) that in Fall
1991,1 am going to initi^e a recall
campaign against Michele Miller
and the ASI officers left over from
the Cooney administration.
These recently elected officers,
who counted on the apathy of the
student body, wereelected by such
an insignificant number of students
they can hardly claim to have any
kind of mandate for their position.
Having become aware of the
scandalous activity that has taken
place in ASI, only after the elec
tion, I am determined that the initia
tors of such behavior have no place
in student government.
Could it be that there are career
politicians in University politics?
Alas, Horatio, I fearitbe so. Except
for the furthering of their own inter
ests, there is no other reason for
those recently elected to desire their
positi(Mis.
If the "elected" feel that stu
dents would have voted if they r£:
allv cared, I ask them to recall the
farcical computerized voting where
it took at the minimum fifteen min
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The Chrohicle
utes to vote. Fifteen minutes to a
commuter is an eternity. To some
one late for a job, it's their next
raise. Sodon'tbelittle the commut
ers, they make up the majority of
your constituency.
Who did vote for you? Your
friends, and their friends, that's who.
Oh, don't forget the extension stu
dents at the College of the Desert.
Stuents who are removed from the
daily machinations of this campus.
How many of your votes were from
them?
Well, they have no business
deciding how the ASI should be
run. More importantly, they have
no business deciding how ASI
money should be spent.
Recall elections are anomalies.
Anomalies getattenti(m. Attention
spariws interest. Interest inspires
close inspection. Close inspection
will expose their true colors. Their
true colors will inspire a new elec
tion.
See you in the Fall.

Frances Jeffries

GREEK "ROW"
Why are there no fraternity or
sorority houses on this campus?
NOW is the time for this issue to be
addressed.
People may say that the Greeks
should be left to fend for them
selves. Why should the student

body be concerned with a group
that is relatively small in size?
I've seen problems with Greek
housing at other campuses. Prob
lems that rise from the fact that
Greeks are denied University prop
erty on which to establish their
houses. Because of this, they're
forced to seek housing in residen
tial areas.
We all know that the behavior
of University students contrasts
with that of your typical home
owner. There arc times when
University students like to PARTY
or have rituals and oth^ events that
don't go well in an area zoned R-1.
CSUSB's main campus is
comprised of almost450acres and
there is ample room for the trustees
to set aside ten or twelve acres to be
designated "Fraternity Row." With
today's budget woes, selling (or
leasing) this land to the Greeks'
nationals for the development of
such a "Row" would be fiscally
sound.
In the long-run, this issue will
need to be addressed. Let's deal
with it NOW, before it's a iMX)blem.
You only need to talk to the admin
istrators at Cal Slate Fullerton or
Long Beach State to realize they
wish they would have done this
when they had the chance.
We have the chance, the chance
is NOW.

Sean Flynn
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t. Enter PrizeFest.
It's quite possibly the most
colossal sweepstakes in the
history of academia.
(As far as we know.)
1 brand new. 1991 Nissan'NX 1600*
This sporty little coupe has the most exhilarating moves
under the sun (or the stars). Its fuel-injected doubleoverhead-cam response will quicken your pulse.

5 Honda Elite' 50E scooters

Club Med
1 set of 4 passes to Club MecT, Cancun"

Fun and easy to ride, the Honda Elite 50E features push
button starting and no shifting. Also includes a locking
underseat storage compartment for your gear.
Get away and playl

This is your perfect vacation, because you design it yourself.
You and three friends can have the lime of your lives
scuba diving, water skiing, golfing, horseback riding,
circus training (!)... or just loafing on
dazzling white beaches.

BACKROADS

BICYCLE TOURING.

2 Backroads Bicycle Touring' trips" for 2

In this ideal trip tor beginners, you'll bike across Alexander Valley.
Ride through the wine country, then follow the course of the Russian
River after an overnight stay at a lovely Victorian mansion.
Includes airfare to San Francisco, bike rental and
van transfer to the airport.

25 Sony' Discman' systems
Make your music move with you. This deluxe,
portable CD player features 10-key direct music
selection. MegaBase' sound, music calendar
display and remote control stereo headphones.

4 Specialized* mountain bikes

$15004)0

Who needs roads to ride? These handmade,
lightweight and super strong bikes cover the earth.

NOtDSntOM

GIFT CERTIFICATE

1 f^rdstrom gift certificate
Suit up for career success with a $1500 shopping spree.
(Just think of the clothes you could buy with that much money.)

1 Blc' windsurfer board

2 Apple' LaserWriter* LS printers

Designed with the philosophy that the most
successful boards are those that are the easiest
to sail, this windsurfer board harnesses the
power of the waves.

Your friends will line up outside your door to
use this. It's a four-page-per-minute laser
printer, and it's brand new, from Apple.

2 Apple Macintosfi' LC 2/40 color systems
Just think: no more trips across campus to use a computer.
And color, to boot! This is a complete system, including a
40 MB hard disk, a 12-inch color monitor arxf keyboard.

This is big. Really
With 4-4 winners and more than 546,000 in prizes in
Southern Caiiforniii, PrizeFest might well be a historic event.
Fven so. ii'> surprisingly Mmple (o win. just stop into your
campus computer re.seiler and fill out an Easy Entry Form.
While there, take a l(X)k at the perfect computer for students
and facultv alike—the .Apple M.icintosh LC 2 40 computer

A P P L E

P R E S E N T S

0

PriffiFest

Your most colorful entry into affordable computing.^
The .Macinto.sh LC is the mosi affordable color Macintosii
e\'er. And whdher you're crunching numbers or processing
. words, it runs tltousands of available vsoftware programs that .ill

work the same way.
The Macintosh LC can be heard as weU as seen, beause
it also comes with a miaophone that lets you personalize documents
with the sound of your voice.
.More good news: You can now buy an Apple Macintosh
computer every two years! So if you purchased one in 1989 and
you're ready to upgrade, go right ahead,
You have to enter to win.
So get to your computer reseller and enter PrizeFest.
•And get there today. With a linle luck, you could come awav
with something that's really something.

Enter April 10-May 10
Contact Betty, Judy or Raymond at the
Coyote Bookstore
Check out the low cost of the Macintosh LC 2/40 color system!
'Not inciufling la* and license. "Subject to availability.

Certain date restrictions aopiy

Sweepstakes open lo students, faculty and statt at panicipating campuses.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Void where prohibited by law. See an 'Easy Entry Forrri" for complete contest rules and details.

Apple Computer, inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and LaserWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Li^iSOIFOiE)
JOBS
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Speedy Research! Materials for
WANTED
research assistantcus only.
Reports: $5.00 per page. Call
today (213) 463-1257.
Male Student from CSUS

Earn Free Crystal! Just have
a party and invite your friends.
Job opportunities also. Call
Trina (714) 337-3015.

(Sacramento State) needs
room fur summer, June 1 to
August 31, Share rent or
rent from someone. Call
David (916)483-3032.

WORD PROCESSING

Alaska Summer Employment
Earn S5,000+/month- fisheries.
Free transportation! Noexperience
necessary. Male or Female. For
employment call Student Employ
ment Services at 1 (206) 298-3691
ext. 80.

Earn up to $1(XX).(X) for your cam
pus organizaticHi plus a chance at
$50(X).00 more! This program
works! No investment needed. Call
I (800) 932-0528 ext. 50
Residential enviromental educaticxi
program. Assist and lead various
education and recreational pro
grams. College credit available!
Call now (714) 966-4025.

Word Processing near Cal StateWord perfect and laser printing:
term papers, resumes, manuscripts,
etc. Call Cynthia at 887-5931.

""classifieds
Personals

Typing/Word Processing: rqjorts,
thesis, resumes, APA format. Call
Joan 887-6131
5 min. from CSUSB.

RATES:
Word Processing/Typing- Papers,
thesis, reports. Exp.
in APA, MLA, medical & Turabian styles. Redlands/ Mentone
location. Susan Watts (714) 7940094.

Classifieds: $5.(X)
first 15 words
$.30
each additional
Personals: $1.(X)
15 words only

Corrections
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In the April 26 issue the photos
of Rex Anderson andled Fisher
on the "on the Spot" were
switched.

*
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The Chronicle
I 5500 Univ. Parkway
•
|San Bernardino. CA 924()j

PERSONALS
Dr. Rob McKenzie - Thank you so
Stefan Joynen Happy (xie year very much for the dtxiation of your
anniversary babe! Let's go for camera to The Chronicle. We use
it!
another! I love you,
Yanira
The Chronicle Staff
LARS (soccer player); the drunk
fool who threatened you last Fri
day night apologizes for his
actions...! am very sorry.

Dol^

lOTAs: VSYWGFUALWY
NFITKE. YAHS "Sketch!"

JOB OFEHENGS

* The California Department of Corrections is sedcing individuals to fill a
position as a Physical Testing & Evaluation Specialist The vacancy is located
at the Department's Southern Regional Testing Center in Rancho Cucamonga,
CA
* Incumbents, under genial supervision, administer a battery of validated
phusical abilities tests. Proctor phusical perfomance tests; measure body fat;
take blood pressure & pulse readings; conduct coronary risk assessments &
monitor blood pressure, heart rate & eleciocardiograph responses & other
related work & tasks. Assess unsuccesshil candidate's exercise programs.
* BS/BA degree in exercise physiology, sports medicin, physical education or
other related fields is required. Certification from the American College of
Sports Medicine as an Exercise Test Technologist is desirable but not
mandatory. Recent graduates & registered seniors in a recognized institution
are encouraged to apply.
* Final filing date for applications is May 29,1991. For further informantion
contact Vivian Geiger in Rancho cucamonga at (714) 944-6697. EOF

JES&SBYS mXXA
Since 1956

OPEN
AM - I I PM
Sunday - Tlun sdny
10 niti - Midnight
Friday & Saturday

$2.50 NITE
(8:00 TO CLOSE)
COORS LITE
MILLER LITE

Chi

SPRING CLASS SCHEDULE

MEDIUM
PIZZAS
" 2-4-1"
DINE-IN ONLY

«86-000n

the Slater Hto». SJ>o|>/»rng Center)

San Bernardino

MONDAY

$2.50
Your Choice of:
MINI PIZZA
GRINDER
CHEF SALAD

ItV

985 W. KeiidaU niive

10

SUNDAY

UlllVF-IV

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

MUG
KITE
(8:00 TO CLOSE)

U.K. NITE
(8:00 TO CLOSE)

CORONITA
NIGHT
(8:00 TO CLOSE)

$5.00 FOR MUG
PURCHASE
(YOU KEEP MUG)

WATNEY'S
DRAFT
$1.50 REFILLS
22 OZ.

$1.50 REFILL
" 2-4-1 PIZZA"
ANY SIZE
8:00'TIL CLOSE
DINE-IN ONLY

BOTTLES OF:
REDBACK
MOLSON
LABATTS
FOR $1.00

BUCKET OF
CORONA
(7 OZ.)
FOR $5:00

wii; 1 ) 1 0 1 , i v i ; : k

(LItulied Delivery Aren)

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

32 OZ. CUP
NITE
(8:00 TO CLOSE)

BIG BOY
NITE
(8:00 TO CLOSE)

$2.50 FOR
FIRST CUP
$1.50 REFILLS
{MILLER LITE
COORS LITE]

BIG
STEINLAGERS
-ORBIG BECKS

PIZZA BY
THE SLICE
AFTER
10:00PM
FOR $1.00

$2.00
Purchase A
Family
2-item Pizza
& We Buy A
Pitcher
(8:00 TO CLOSE)
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Coach Christie brings high hopes to CSUSB swimming program
By Audrey Vogel
Staff Wrfter
John Christie has been the
head swimming and diving
coach for California State Univ^ity, San Bernardino since
1988.
He came to CSUSB after
being an assistantcoach for the
University of Kansas City for
three years. He has coached high
school teams, but his true love
for coaching is at the college
level and the competitiveness it
brings.
Christie received his mas
ters in sports psychology and
sports sociology from the Uni
versity of Kansas City. He feels
by obtaining hismasters in these
fields he hasa belter understand
ing of what his team's individ
ual needs are.
The summer before com
ing to CSUSB, Christie went to
Stanford University to help
coach theirswim team with head
coach Richard Quick, who was
^ 1988 Olympic coach.
He has worked with some
of ihc lop names in swimming
such as Pablo Morales and Janet
Evans. He was in charge of 7S0
swimmers learning to be com
petitive at this level of Division

woman from the swim team place
and earn All-American status at the
Swimming Nationals.
Christie says," I want to swim
schools that will make us better,
such as use (University of South-

The Cal Slate San B^ardino
baseball team virtually locked
up an NCAA Division III play
off birth, thanks in part to split
ting aSunday doubleheader with
UC San Diego.
Cal State had a dismal per
formance in the opener, drop
ping a 10-4 decision, but rallied
to gain a victory in the nightcap,
9-3.
In the first game, the Coyote
pitching staff was touched for 15
hits, including three doubles.
Meanwhile, the offense could
only manage only six singles.
The second game saw the
tables turn, as Cal State turned
the bats loose, scixing nine runs
in the first two innings, and pre
served an excellent pitching
performance by Rene Aguilar.
Aguilar scattered eight hits while
picking up the complete-game
victory.

is getting excited for the next sea
son. Christie loves being in Califwnia and being at CSUSB (Division
III) can be frustrating sometimes to
him but feels it will only make him
a better coach.

ANY WAY YOU WANT IT!
John Christie

$8.99

A MEDIUM PIZZA WITH YOUR CHO CE OF TOPPINGS. ANOTHER ONE FOR ONLY $4 MORE.

I as their counselor for swimming.
CSUSB swim team is mov
ing up to Division II in the 91-92
season and Christie sets the teams
goals for all of the team members
to go to Nati(Mials rather than just
a few. Though both swim teams
competed unofficially at the Di
vision II level earlier this year, the
men's swim team is small, but is
still managed to be ranked third
overall in Division II, and the
women's swim team is ranked
fourth overall. Christie sees the
team moving up the competitive
ladder as the years follow. He
hopes to make a namefor CSUSB
swimming and he has begun to do
so. So far each year he has had a

Coyotes get ready for
postseason action
By Richard Sjoroos
Sports Editor

em California)The swim team is
invited toswim against these teams.
"The team leans to swim in a cham
pionship format", Christie says.
The team according to Christie
is develq)ing a nucleus and the team

However, David Rex stole the
spotlight, as he collected his 16th
home run of the season, breaking
the old record of 15, set by Rich
Hanlin in 1989.
Miguel Salazar also homered
for the host Coyotes.
In all, Cal Slate collected 10
hits, five for extra bases.
The split ended the Coyotes
regular season at 24-11, the most
victories and best winning per
centage of any West Regional
Team.
Cal State is expected to play
Southern California Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference champion
Redlands when the pairings are
released. Redlands finished the
season 21-20.
A site is to be determined, but
Cal State hopes to be the host fcM*
the best 3-of-5 series at the UC
Riverside Sports Center.
The winner of the series ad
vances to the NCAA Division IE
World Series in Battle Creek.
Mich., which begins May 23.

PLAY THE
DOMINO S PIZZA
HOT AND FRESH
ON CBS "
WATCH AND WIN
SWEEPSTAKES
MAY 13-MAY 26
GAME CARD WITH
EVERY ORDER

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA!
Call Us C.S. San Bernardino! 880-1831
1331 Kendall Drive #7 • San Bernardino

$8.99
$12.99

^.00
OFF!

ONE
MEDIUM

TWO
MEDIUM

UNLIMITED TOPPINGS
Pan or Original su Ic. Limu one ponion
|vr loppmg i.no double ixmtonsl
Coupon required
Expires: In Two Weeks

ANY MEDIUM OR LARGE
PIZZA WITH TWO OR
MORE TOPPINGS
Pan or Onginal siv le. Coupon
required. Expires: In Two Weeks

12oz.Cans available
Sa\ c on a 6 pack ^>1
Coke® or dun Cnke®

$10.99

MEAL DEAL!
Gel a large Pan or Ongmai style pizra
w iih one lopping plus a six-pack of
CiX'a-ColaGassic®or diet Coke®
for only SlO-99. .Additional toppings
extra. Coupon required
Expires in Two\Veek^
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The Budweiser.

Budweiser

Sports Page

KING OF BEERS.

Featuring Cal State Rec Sports
Ladies and gentlemen, summer has finally caught up with the hot action of rec sports, and they're not cooling off.
So dontspectate, recreatel!!
This issue of Bud and rec sports gives us some exciting upcoming events along with some current standings.
FLAG FOOTBALL
Yep, you read It right, flag football. There have been a number of inquires about a spring flag football tourney. And
here's your response. On Wednesday, May 15 at 5 p.m. in room RE 129 there will be an intramural flag football open
forum. Some of the topics of discussion will be;
A. Rules
8. Safety
C. Officials
D. Spring football tournament
E. Items from the floor
So if your interested in a little spring football, come to the forum and check out the details.
BOCCEBALL
What Is bocce ball? Come out and see on Wednesday, May 22 between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. The games will
be held between the Student Union and the library.
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MILLER GOLF
You guessed it. The 7th Annual Miller Golf Tourney. It's a free nine holes held on campus and sponsored by Gate
City Beverage Dist. The infamous event will be held on Thursday. May 23 from noon to 4 p.m. This great event will be
located at the north end of the RE Building. You can sign up at the event, so get out and recreate. There's lots of great
door prizes and the once in a lifetime chance to win a rec sports t-shirt, so be sure not to miss out on the fun! For more
information or if you have any questions, contact rec sports at 880-5235. See ya on the couiBe!
HARD HITTERS
And now, some current news of the ever competitive CSUSB intramural softball league inail divlsions-co-rec.
FRED AND WILMA DIVISION
BARNEY AND BETTY DIVISION
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Butthead
L
L
W
Demolition
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W
L
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W
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Head First
L
L
F
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W
L
Siammers
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W
Jersey's
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And now the Friday men's leagues:
MOJAVE GREEN DIVISION
4-12
4-19
TKE
L
L
Delta Sig
W
Sig Chi
W
Sig Nu
Bye
W
ArsenaiLWL

DIAMONDBACK DIVISION
4-12
4-19
Bingo....
F
L
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W
Sig Chi B
F
TKB
Bye
W
Wetheads
Bye
W
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L
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L
Bye
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L
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W
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TIMBER RATTLER DIVISION
4-12 4-19
4-26
Knights
F
W
L
Demolit.
W
W
Siammers
F
F
Doinkers
W
W
W
Shandin
F
F
Do'boys
W
L
SIDEWINDER DIVISION
4-12 4-19
Untouch.
L
W
Delta Sig B L
L
Creatures
W
W
Redestrians W
Bye
SWA
Bye
L
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W
W
L
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Bye
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Wednesdays and Fiioavs at 3 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. See ya out thereOh, one last word.

•HI THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

American Gladiator tryouts provide worthy challenge
By Richard Sjoroos
Sports Editor

tively. This part of the competition
knocked out 80% to 90% of the
would-be contenders. While it
Over 3,000 people lined the meant an early exit for most, many
streets of Universal Studios, with-. still walked away with that look, "I
standing a lengthy wait and blister gave it my best shot."
ing heal to compete in the third
The second stage consisted of
annual "American Gladiator" try- the 40-yard dash. Once again, the
qualifying time was tough, with the
outs.
The competi tion started at 8:00 males allowed 5.25 seconds tocross
a.m., and proved to be very fierce the finish line and the females 6.25
with only 75 making it to the final seconds.
stage. Included in those select fi
The running ladder provided
nalists was San Bernardino's very the next obstacle, and it meant the
own Ann Cordero, the assistant end fOT many of the competitors.
women's soflball coach. Cordero The event consisted of running 10
thrived at the competition, excel yards, touch the line, return to the
ling in every event. Her closest call starting line, run 20 yards, touch,
came in the running ladder, when and return to the starting line, all in
she crossed the line with .002 sec 15 seconds for males, and 17 for
onds to spare.
females.
On the national level, there were
For those who made it past the
10,000 competitors, with a mere running ladder, the rope climb was
250 makirig it through the intense the next challenge. The males had
competition.
toclimb20fcelin ten seconds while
The fu-st hurdle involved chin- the females had-to scale ten feet in
ups. The men had to do 25 in 30 the same time span.
seconds while the females had to
The final event was powerball.
lift themselves eight limes, respec This version entailed each competi-

tOT spending 30 seconds on offense
and 30 on defense. While on of
fense, the object was to try to get
past the defender and put all three
balls in the pod before the time
expired. On defense, the competi
tor was to prove his strength and
quickness by keeping the offense
from reaching the pod.
For those who made it through
all the events, it meant a chance to
talk into the T.V. cameras and give
a few wordsof warning to the Gladi
ators.
For those who didn't make it
through the competition, it meant
an opportunity to work on a tan
while watching a few celebrities on
hand (All-pro nose tackle BobGolic
of the Los Angeles Raiders, last
years Gladiator champion RicoConsiantino, and Gladiators Nitro and
Gold).
The 1991-1992 contenders will
be announced by the end of May.
Anyone inrercsted in obtaining
complimentary tickets to watch a
imjp
filmiog-of
"American Gladiators"
can poso by calling(213)-473-7029.

Women's tennis Is lead with a "K
By Rich Kontra
Staff Writer
"K" is the first and last letter in
women's tennis at Califcmia State
University, San Bernardino.
Whether you're speaking of #2
singles player Katie Hibbard or #1
singlesplayer Karen Brummitt,"K"
stands for King.
Brummitt, a communication ma
jor at CSUSB, played two years at
the University of Northern Colo
rado and finished in 1984. After her
seven year layoff from tennis she
return to form by becoming the #3
singles player at CSUSB. In the
middle of the season she surpassed
Hibbard and became the #1 player.
Hibbard, after receiving MVP
honors two consecutive years at Mt.

California State University, San
Bernardino's golf team will be trav
eling to Lincoln, Nebraska, May
18, for the Division III Golfing
Nationals. The Nationals will start
May 21 and the team will play four
cumulative rounds over a four day
span.
Five team members will travel to

Sports Shorts
By Richard Sjoroos
Sports Editor

Karen Brummitt

Kathleen Hibbard

San Antonio College, came to
CSUSB and concentrated on her
consistency.
Hibbard, while the #1 singles
player, admitted to feeling pressure
as the lop ranked Coyote.
Hibbard and Brummitt, while

fierce competitors on the singles
circuit, have teamed as doubles
partners and compiled a respective
10-5 record. Despite their dominat
ing play as a doubles tandem, they
were not invited to the National
competition.

Coyote golfers get set for Nationals
By Audrey Vogel
staff Writer

The Gladiators: (front) Laser; (second row, L-io-R) Gold, Blaze; (third
row, L-to-R) Thunder, Lace, Nitro,Gemini; (back row, L-to-R) Ice, Turbo
and Diamond.
Photo by The Samuel Goldwyn Company

nationals and four have been cho
sen: Scott Fisher, Greg Wilson,
Charles Delorey, and Ryan Smith.
The fifth place member of the team
is still being battled out between the
remaining seven of the CSUSB golf
team.
The Cal State squad is ranked
second in Divison 111 and will be
moving up to Division 11 next sea
son.
They head into the national com

petition with a 6-0 record in Divi
sion III contests, and a recent sixth
place finish at the University of
Nevada (Reno) Spring Golf Inivitational heldatWildcreekGolf Course
in Reno.
Head coach Fred Hanover offers
his experience of playing profes
sional golf for the past five years to
the team. He hopes his experience
allows the team to improve and as
Hanover says, "to win" at nationals.

Men's Baseball
The Coyotes improved to 22-8,
and improved their chances of earn
ing a second-consecutive playoff
berth, thanks to wins over Occiden
tal College (5-3) and Southern Cali
fornia College (8-6).
Junior first baseman David Rex
led the offensive attack against
Occidental, going 2-for-5 with 3
RBI, including hisrecord tying 15th
home run of the season.
Junior lefty Sean Tucker al
lowed seven hits enroute to a com
plete-game victory. Tucker struck
seven while upping his record to 4-

1.
Junior centerfielder Steve
Stanfield and senior seccmd base
man Todd Giardina shared the role
of hero, as the Coyotes broke a 6-6
tie in the fourth inning and never
looked back.
Stanfield walked, stole second,
and scored on a single by Giardina.
Freshman Robert Mendoza
upped his record to 2-1 with 1 1/3
innings of relief.
Women's Softball
San Bernardino(21-20) suffered
its worst beating of the year in game

oneversus U.C.Riverside last week,
taking an 18-1 pounding. The
Coyotes also lost the nightcap,
dropping a 5-2 decision to the High
landers. The losses gave UCR a
four game sweep over CSUSB this
season. The Coyotes rebounded
with a doubleheader sweep over
over U.C. San Diego, 1-0 (10 in
nings) and 9-6.
Senior Mamie LaFleur upped
her record to 11-10 in the opener.
LaFleur allowed only two hits into
the eigth inning.
Sandy Sturlaugson scored the
winning run in the tenth inning on a
sacrifice fly by Sherri Williams.
Tanna Cash won game #2
against the Tritons, and also pro
vided some pop and the plate, col
lecting two doubles and a pair of
RBI.
Golf
The Coyote golfers finished
sixth last weekend at the University
of Nevada (Reno) Spring Golf Invi
tational held at Wildcreek Golf
Course in Reno.
Ryan Smith was Cal Slate's top
finisher tied for 8th place with a
three-round total of 225 for the par
71 course. Scott Fisher was the
Coyotes' next placer (tie 17th) with
a 228 total.

